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served in this extraordinarily complex and lengthy investigation. These persons

brought their considerable talents and skills to an assignment that was difficult and
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As has been pointed out by other Independent Counsels, we start from

ground zero. When an Independent Counsel begins, he or she has no office, no

personnel, not even a pencil. It is like creating a law firm from nothing.
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Counsel. Identifying those lawyers who possess the special skills, talents and
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work of this Office would not have been possible without him. I have never
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Assistant United States Attorney Ed Page took responsibility for the

successful prosecution in Lubbock, Texas. His broad experience and ability made

it possible to take charge of matters in Lubbock with my total confidence.

Assistant United States Attorney Mathew Rosengart was responsible for

drafting a wide range of pleadings. He prepared and argued an important appeal to

the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. His efforts

resulted in a unanimous decision of the Court upholding the position of my Office.

Michael C. Conway served this Office with experience, professionalism and

skill from the very beginning. He brought to this Office his experience both as a

prosecutor and as one of the country’s most effective defense counsels. He made

very substantial contributions to the preparation and content of this Final Report.

I particularly point out Daniel F. Hall who began his service while still a law

student. He later became a Senior Associate Independent Counsel and was a

stalwart in the preparation of the Report of this Office and in many other

assignments. His writing and analytical skills are notable.
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commend the contributions of Special Agents Dorman Barrows, Sheila Colbenson,
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remembered for his integrity and extraordinary courage in the most difficult of

circumstances. The American people owe John Filan their most profound gratitude

for his service in this investigation.
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have established substantial reputations at two of this country’s finest law schools:

David T. Link, who for over twenty-five years led the Law School at the

University of Notre Dame as its Dean, and Richard Alan Gordon, the Assistant

Dean of the Georgetown University Law Center for many years. Each gave

valuable guidance to the Office of Independent Counsel. Dean Link was

particularly helpful to me, because of his experience as an enforcement lawyer with

the Internal Revenue Service before becoming a Professor at Notre Dame. It

should be pointed out that both men served at their own expense and refused any

compensation from this Office.
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States Attorney for the Middle District of Florida, permitted me to “borrow” three
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lawyers and investigators who served in my Office. My deepest gratitude and

appreciation to:
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